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	Web Data Management Practices: Emerging Techniques and Technologies, 9781599042282 (1599042282), IGI Global, 2006
The Web revolution currently under way is making the Internet more and more central to our everyday lives. The amount of information available on the Web is increasing at an enormous rate, and almost everyday new services become available. The Internet is now widely used not only for B2B (business-to-business) and B2C (business-to-consumer) communications, but also to carry on our everyday activities, such as making a phone call, booking seats at a theatre, searching for information, and so on.

The richness of the Web is fascinating: It is an infinite repository of up-to-date information and services able to fulfill everybody’s needs. However, all of us have experienced that accessing Web information and services can be very frustrating as it is very easy to get lost in an apparently chaotic environment. Additionally, interacting with the Web is very often a time-consuming activity resulting in an increasingly frustrating user experience. So, how can access to such a heterogeneous and highly dynamic environment be managed best? The explosive growth of the Web calls for new models, techniques, and technologies for Web data management upon which efficient and effective services can be built.

The current volume is a major contribution in the field of Web data management. It presents many of the most relevant current developments and research results in a coherent and selfcontained manner. What I really like about this book is its ability to balance theoretical and practical aspects. Each chapter contains case studies or real-world examples that enable the reader to understand and evaluate the illustrated techniques immediately. The book provides exhaustive coverage of the most important fundamental issues related to Web data management, such as Web data models and integration techniques, and Web data clustering.
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The Rough Guide to Austria 4 (Rough Guide Travel Guides)Rough Guides, 2008

	Discover a land of breath-taking beauty and inspiring culture with The Rough Guide to Austria, the most comprehensive guide to Austria available. The full-colour introduction with stunning photography will whet your appetite for the country’s many highlights, from the world-class city of Vienna and the astonishing architecture of...


		

The Essence of Dielectric WaveguidesSpringer, 2008

	The Essence of Dielectric Waveguides provides an overview of the fundamental behavior of guided waves, essential to finding and interpreting the results of electromagnetic waveguide problems. Clearly and concisely written as well as brilliantly organized, this volume includes a detailed description of the fundamentals of electromagnetics, as...


		

JBoss Portal Server DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
Enterprises need more than just basic services; they need value-creating entities, which are crucial for running a successful business. Portals offer tremendous value to enterprises, and JBoss Portal Server is a popular, feature-rich open-source server that provides a standards-compliant platform for hosting functionality that serves the diverse...




	

eMarketing eXcellence, Third Edition: Planning and optimising your digital marketing (Emarketing Essentials)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2008

	E-marketing impacts all aspects of marketing from strategy and planning through the marketing mix, marketing communications and buyer behaviour to marketing research. eMarketing eXcellence highlights the most significant opportunities, pitfalls and defines the new marketing approaches needed. It highlights best practice in applying digital...


		

Sams Teach Yourself Adobe LiveMotion 2 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2002
LiveMotion is Adobe's premiere Web graphics and animation design tool.  It allows designers to work with vector and raster graphics in an easy-to-use environment, with an interface that is designed to be both intuitive and familiar to those who use other Adobe products.
A new version of LiveMotion is expected to be released in the 1st quarter...


		

Professional SQL Server Analysis Services 2005 with MDX (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
SQL Server Analysis Services 2005 provides you with the business intelligence platform needed to build full-scale, multidimensional databases. MDX is the query language used to extract information from those multidimensional databases. Analysis Services 2005 supports core business functions such as market analysis, budgeting and...
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